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The need has long been recognized for better, more effective arraneemen:s
for continuing consultations between the two governments on trade and trade

e=onoT:cpolicy issues. in the lig`it of the large. important and intricate bilateral
and trade relationshios.L` A number of efforts have been made to fill this nee^-!.
including the arrangements, mentioned above and discussed in greater detail
below, which existed from the mid-1950s to the early 1970s for annual meetings
of the long dormant Joint Ministerial Committee on Trade and Economic Affairs.
The succession of ooportunities for consultations between the two sides in
multilateral settings are not sufficient, since inevitably these meetings tend to
focus on broader, global issues; and the U.S. participants at them tend to be
preoccupied with their trade problems with Japan and the European Communi*.y.
rather than with Canada-U.S. trade issues. In recent years the quarterly
rneetings between the Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs and the
U.S. Secretary of State have been helpful in this regard, but do not eeneral!y
focus on bilate-al trade pol'scy issues in any detail. The meeting in Que6ec Cit^-
in tlarch 1985 between Prime Minister Mulroney and President Reagan was, of
course, highay successful in establishing a framework and an agenda for future
bilateral efforts to manage trade relationships, as well as to seek solutions to a
list of current bilateral trade irritants: and the two leaders have ag ►ee-d' to rnee:
annually to discuss imoortant issues of common concern. But summit meetings
of this kind. by the;:- very nature. do not often come to grips with the range of
particular trade issues and conflicts. AccordinglY. the consultative element in
the trade policy relationship has tended to consist of last minute, ad hoc efforts
to cope with crisis situations, usually in the glare of media attention which is not
always helpful, while neNlecting more fundamental, longer term bilateral
problerns.

As well. a special need for more effective processes for resolving bilaters!
trade disputes has long 5een recognized. nuite saecific proposals for crestin4 a
5ilateral joint economic or trade commission to help resolve disputes were rnad.°
in 1979 5y the =-{onourahie `)onald Niacdonald and in 1983 by Senator Mitchell of
'•laine.g In 079. the Joint Committee of the Canadian Bar Association and t"-e
Ame^ic_n Bar Association adopted a reoort which recomrnended neu•
ar-argements and procedures for the resolution of bilateral disputes.6 The
distineuished Canadian jurist, Maxwell Cohen. in a recent article analysed in
considerahle detail Vie need for better arrangements to help settle bilatera:
trade and the economic disputes, and proposed for this purpose the creatior. of a
"Joint Economic `Administrative Commission."7

As noted above. both countries have in recent years made limited use of
the GATT rules and procedures for dispute resolution to help resolve bilaterai
trade disputes. But the GATT Contracting Parties cannot reason_bly or
aaaropriately be asked to help resolve the continuing flow of Canada-I2.5.
bilateral trade issues. Moreover, the GATT process is generally restricted to
issues which violate and co-ne within the framework of the GATT rules, whereas
difficult Canada-U.S. bilateral disputes often do not involve any violation of the
strict letter of the GATT rules, or may fall outside these rules entireiv. In this
situation. bilateral trade frictions which are not resolved by Ottawa and
Washington through the diplomatic process. such as the border broadcasting
issue, can remain irritants for prolonged periods of time, and often they tend to
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